DATE: March 3, 2015
TO: Holders of AHCCCS Medical Policy Manuals
FROM: Kevin Neill, Policy Manager
Office of Medical Policy and Coding, AHCCCS
SUBJECT: AHCCCS Medical Policy Manual (AMPM)
Update, 2015-03

Revisions have been made to the following:

CHAPTER 1000, MEDICAL MANAGEMENT (MM)
POLICY 1020, MEDICAL MANAGEMENT SCOPE AND COMPONENTS
POLICY 1030, REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
EXHIBIT 1030-A, MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PLAN CHECKLIST

Language in Chapter 1000 has been updated to reflect changes in AHCCCS contract language. In all applicable instances (Policies 1020 and 1030, plus Exhibit 1030-A), the term “Super-Utilizer” has been replaced with “High Need/High Cost.”

The Effective Date for the above revisions is 03/01/2015.